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1. INTRODUCTION
A transfer for the cohomology of finite groups has been known for
several decades and has played an important role in cohomology calcula-
tions. Group cohomology can be thought of as a functor of the group ring.
Since the group ring has the structure of a Hopf algebra a natural question
is whether there exists a transfer for other kinds of Hopf algebras. One
class of interesting examples for a topologist are the finite Hopf subalge-
bras of the Steenrod algebra. The cohomology of the entire Steenrod
algebra is the E -term of the Adams spectral sequence, which is used to2
calculate the stable homotopy groups of spheres. The Hopf subalgebras of
the Steenrod algebra are special cases of connected cocommutative Hopf
algebras; these are similar in many ways to the group ring of p-group as
w xdemonstrated by Wilkerson 13 .
In this paper we define a suitable transfer for a large class of finite Hopf
algebras and develop several of its properties. It is clear that the definition
given can be extended under certain conditions for example, one can
.consider Hopf algebras over a commutative ring rather than just a field .
Moreover, Remark 2.12 shows how to extend the definition to cover
certain infinite dimensional Hopf algebras. But rather than give the theory
in its most general form we decided to present it in a manner in which the
main ideas are not bogged down by technical hypotheses. The existence of
a transfer for finite groups is a valuable tool in cohomology calculations.
We hope the same will be true of the transfer for finite Hope algebras.
Using 3.10 one can show that the image of the transfer from proper Hopf
subalgebras is quite large for most finite Hopf subalgebras of the mod 2
Steenrod algebra.
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In Section 2 we define the transfer and in Section 3 develop some of its
properties; we show that these generalize the classical transfer for finite
groups. In Section 4 we prove the analogue of the double coset or Mackey
formula. In Section 5 we give a generalization of some classical results on
stable elements. All of our Hopf algebras have a canonical antiautomor-
 w x.phism as in 12 which we denote by x . We use e to denote augmentation
and D to denote comultiplication.
Comments from L. Evens, M. Hopkins, S. Priddy, and the referee were
helpful in the preparation of this paper.
2. DEFINITION OF TRANSFER
We recall that a simple coalgebra is a coalgebra that contains no
nonzero proper subcoalgebra. The coradical of a Hopf subalgebra is the
sum of all simple subcoalgebras. We assume throughout this paper that all
Hopf algebras are defined o¨er a field k and ha¨e cocommutati¨ e coradicals.
In particular, this holds for group algebras and connected Hopf algebras
defined over k. This assumption is useful because of the following theorem
of Radford as well as in our discussion of the generalized Mackey formula
 .4.18 . The following is a Hopf algebra analogue of Lagrange’s theorem.
 w x.THEOREM 2.1 Radford 10 . Let A be a finite dimensional Hopf algebra
and suppose that the coradical of A is cocommutati¨ e. Then A is a free left or
right module o¨er any Hopf subalgebra B.
w xFor example, if G is a finite group with subgroup H then A s k G is
w xfree over B s k H as a right B-module, with as basis the left cosets
GrH.
Let A be a Hopf algebra over a field k which is finite dimensional as a
k vector space. Suppose that B is a Hopf subalgebra of A. The following
 w x.is well known see for example 1 Corollary 2.8.4 . We use the right
B-module structure of A.
 .LEMMA 2.2 Change of Rings .
Ext L, N x f Ext A m L, N .  .B B A B
where L is a left B-module and N is a left A-module.
DEFINITION 2.3. Let ArrB denote A m k. Suppose that L is a leftB
A-module and let r : L ª A m L be an A-map. Then r induces aB
transfer map
t : Ext L, N x f Ext A m L, N ª Ext L, N . .  .  .r B B A B A
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In particular, if k is the trivial A-module which is given by the augmenta-
.tion map , we have a transfer map
t : Ext k , N x f Ext ArrB, N ª Ext k , N . .  .  .r B B A A
 . w xEXAMPLE 2.4 Group Cohomology Transfer . Let A s k G and B s
w xk H , where H is of finite index in G. Let r : k ª ArrB be given by
1 ¬  gH s a , where the sum is over the left cosets of H in G. Note that
a is a left G-invariant element in ArrB. Hence r induces a transfer t :r
 .  .Ext k, N x ª Ext k, N . One can check that this definition agreesB B A
with the usual definition of the transfer, although this formulation seems
w xto be a variation on the usual ones 2, p. 81 .
 .EXAMPLE 2.5 Finite Connected Hopf Algebra . Let A be a connected
Hopf algebra which is finite dimensional over a field k. Let a be any
nonzero top dimensional class in ArrB. Then a is easily seen to be
 .A-invariant, i.e., aa s e a a for all a g A. Hence we define r : k ª ArrB
 .  .by 1 ¬ a . This gives rise to a transfer t : Ext k, N x ª Ext k, N .r B B A
DEFINITION 2.6. A finite Hopf algebra is called unimodular if it con-
tains a nonzero left A-invariant element g which is also right A-invariant.
 .Thus ag s g a s e a g for all a g A.
A recent paper of Radford studies unimodular Hopf algebras in detail
w x11 .
PROPOSITION 2.7. Any finite dimensional Hopf algebra A has a nonzero
left in¨ariant element. Moreo¨er, any such element is unique up to scalar
wmultiple. 12, p. 103: Note that an A-in¨ariant element is referred to as an
x .integral in A .
REMARK 2.8. We note that group algebras and connected Hopf alge-
bras are unimodular. Moreover, a Hopf algebra A is unimodular iff a
nonzero left A-invariant element g is sent to a multiple of itself by the
 .canonical antiautomorphism x , for x g is easily seen to be right A-in-
variant.
LEMMA 2.9. Suppose A and B are unimodular finite dimensional Hopf
algebras and A is a free right B-module. Then there exists a nonzero A-in-
¨ariant element a in ArrB.
Proof. Let g be a nonzero left A-invariant element in A and let b be
a nonzero left B-invariant element in B. Then
g s a b i i
i
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where the a are generators of A as right B-module. Now multiply on thei
right by an arbitrary element b in B. We have
e b a b s e b g s g b s a b b . .  .  . i i i i
i i
 .Hence b b s e b b for every nonzero b and every b g B. Hence in alli i i
cases b is some multiple of b. By changing the a if necessary we cani i
assume this multiple is 1 or 0. Let a be the reduction of  a in ArrB,i
where the sum is over the a for which b / 0. We claim a is a nonzeroi i
left A-invariant element. This is not hard to check. First it is nonzero since
any collection of independent generators of A as a right B-module is
 .linearly independent in ArrB. Second, if a g A and e a s 0 then for
some bX g B and right B-module generators aX we have a a s  aX bX.i i i i i
Hence
0 s ag s a a b s aX bX b s aX e bX b . . .  .  i i i i i
It follows that aa s 0 in ArrB.
 .DEFINITION 2.10 Shearing Isomorphism . Let L be a left A-module.
Then there exists an isomorphism of A m L with ArrB m L with theB
diagonal A-action. It is called the shearing isomorphism and is given by
a m l g A m L maps to  a9 m a0 l g ArrB m L where  a9 m a0 sB
 .  w x w x.D a see 9, Lemma 6 or 6, Section 4.1 . Its inverse is given by a m l ¬
 . a9 m x a0 l.
 .THEOREM 2.11 General Definition of Transfer . Let A be a finite
dimensional unimodular Hopf algebra and let B be a unimodular Hopf
 .  .subalgebra. Then there exists a transfer t : Ext k, N x ª Ext k, N .r B B A
More generally, there is a transfer
t : Ext Lx , N x ª Ext L, N .  .ˆ B B B A
 .where L and N are left A-modules. see 3.3 .
Proof. First pick a g ArrB as in 2.9. This gives rise to r : k ª ArrB
 .  .by 1 ¬ a and hence by 2.3 to a transfer t : Ext k, N x ª Ext k, N .r B B A
The more general definition is determined by the A-module map
 .l ¬  a 9 m x a 0 l g A m L. This is the composition of the map l ¬B
a m l g ArrB m L with the diagonal A action, and the inverse to the
shearing isomorphism.
REMARK 2.12. Suppose F is merely an algebra which is free as a right
E-module for some subalgebra E. Suppose there exists a surjective algebra
homomorphism from F to a finite dimensional unimodular Hopf algebra
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A which induces an isomorphism of left F-modules between F m k andE
ArrB for some unimodular Hopf subalgebra B. Then there is a left
 .invariant F element in F m k and hence a transfer from Ext k, N xE E E
 .to Ext k, N where N is a left F-module. In particular, this can be usedF
to define a transfer for groups in case the subgroup H is of finite index in
G. In this case the intersection of the conjugates of H is normal subgroup
N of finite index in G and the homomorphism of group rings from
w x w xF s k G to A s k GrN is induced by the group homomorphism from G
to GrN.
 .EXAMPLE 2.13 Nonzero Left Invariant Elements Need Not Exist . In
w x7, Sect. 6 an example is given of a finite dimensional Hopf algebra which
is not unimodular. For p s 2 this example is given as follows. We let L be
the restricted Lie algebra over F with basis e, f satisfying the relations2
w x 2 2f , e s e, f s f , e s 0.
Let V be the restricted universal enveloping algebra of L. This is a Hopf
algebra with primitive generators e and f. The left invariant element of V
is ef. Now let F be the Hopf subalgebra generated by f. The left invariant
element in F is f. It is easy to see that there is no V-invariant element in
VrrF. We note however that there is a left invariant element in VrrE,
where E is generated by e. This is given by the reduction of f q 1.
3. SOME PROPERTIES OF THE TRANSFER
We now develop some of the properties of the transfer. We assume
throughout this section that all Hopf algebras are unimodular and finite
dimensional unless stated otherwise. First we show uniqueness of the
transfer up to scalar multiple.
 .LEMMA 3.1 Uniqueness of Transfer . Let a g ArrB be a nonzero left
A-in¨ariant element. Then a is unique up to scalar multiple. Hence the
transfer t is unique up to scalar multiple.
Proof. Let g be a nonzero left A-invariant element in A as in 2.7. Let
b g ArrB be a nonzero left A-invariant element and let d g B be a
nonzero B-invariant element. Then if b g A is any representative of b , we
  .have that bd g A is an A-invariant element. If a g A then ab s e a b q
 .  .u, where u s  a b and e b s 0. But then abd s e a bd q  a b d si i i i i
 .  . .e a bd since b d s e b d s 0. Hence by 2.7 bd is a multiple of g .i i
Similarly, if a g A represents a then ad is a multiple of g . Thus ad s fbd
 4for some f g k. Assume f s 1 wlog. Choose a generating set h for A as a
free right B-module. Then a s  hb and b s  hb . Then h b yh, a h, b h, a
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.b d s 0 for all basis elements h. By the freeness of A we must have forh, b
 .  .  .each h that b y b d s 0. But then e b s e b by the invari-h, a h, b h, a h, b
ance of d . It follows that a s b in ArrB.
DEFINITION 3.2. If B is a Hopf subalgebra of A and L and N are left
 .  .A-modules we let res : Ext L, N ª Ext L, N denote the restrictionA, B A B
homomorphism. This is induced by the projection A m L ª L using 2.2.B
 .LEMMA 3.3 Naturality under Pullbacks . Let L and L be left A-mod-1 2
ules and let h: L ª L be an A-module map. Then the following diagram1 2
commutes.
idmh 6
A m L A m L .B 1 B 2
66 6
LL 21 h
We choose a g ArrB to be a nonzero left A-invariant element and
define transfers as in 2.11. The transfer is natural in this situation. That is,
the following diagram commutes, where N is any left A-module.
6Ext L , N Ext L , N . .  .B 1 B 2
6
tt
6
6 Ext L , NExt L , N  . . A 2A 1 h*
Let C be a Hopf subalgebra. Then the following diagram commutes,
where t is induced by 1 ¬ a as in 2.11.˜
6Ext A m L, N Ext L, N . .  .C B B
6
tt˜
6 resA , C6 Ext L, NExt L, N  . . AC
REMARK 3.4. The last commutative diagram with L s k is the starting
point for proving the double coset theorem in the case of group algebras.
Proof. The result follows easily from the definitions. The top horizontal
map in the last diagram is induced by the A-module map
A m A m L ª A m LC B B
using 2.2.
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 .LEMMA 3.5 Transitivity . Suppose B - F - A is an inclusion of Hopf
algebras. If a transfer exists for the two inclusions B - F and F - A then their
composition is a transfer for the inclusion of B in A.
Proof. Consider the following diagram, where L and N are left A-
modules.
6Ext L, N Ext L, N .  .F B
6
ff
6
66 Ext A m L, NExt A m L, NExt L, N  . . . A BA FA
Let a g FrrB be a left F-invariant element which determines the
transfer for B - F. Similarly let b g ArrF be the left A-invariant
element that represents the transfer for F - A. The map on the lower left
is induced by 1 ¬ b. The maps on the right side are induced by 1 ¬ a .
Hence the composition of the transfer maps is represented by 1 ¬ ba . A
simple calculation shows that ba is A-invariant. It is nonzero since one
may choose a representative of b to be a basis element for A as a right
F-module. Also a representative of a can be chosen as a basis element for
F as a right B-module. Since a basis for A as a right B-module is given by
a product of the basis elements of A as right F-module and F as right
B-module, we have that ba is not zero.
 .LEMMA 3.6 Frobenius Reciprocity . Let B be a Hopf subalgebra of A
 .and let L, L9, N, and N9 be left A-modules. Let u g Ext L9, N9 andA
 .  .   ..¨ g Ext L, N . Then in Ext L m L9, N m N9 we ha¨e t ¨ res u sB A
 .  .   . .  .t ¨ u. Similarly, in Ext L9 m L, N9 m N we ha¨e t res u ¨ s ut ¨ .A
w xProof. We give a proof similar to one found in 5 to prove Proposition
4.2.4. We let A2 and B2 denote A m A and B m B respectively. We also
 .  . 2identify A and B with their images D A and D B in A . Consider the
following diagram.
Ext L m L9, N m N9 ¤j Ext 2 L m L9, N m N9 f Ext L, N m Ext L9, N9 .  .  .  .A A A A
­t ­t 9 ­t m id
jExt L m L9, N m N9 ¤ Ext L m L9, N m N9 f Ext L, N m Ext L9, N9 . .  .  .  .B Bm A B A
2­ j xres xid m resBm A , B A , B
2 2Ext L m L9, N m N9 s Ext L m L9, N m N9 f Ext L, N m Ext L9, N9 .  .  .  ..B B B B
Let ¨ m u be an element of the middle row of the right hand column.
Going clockwise around the diagram and ending at the upper left corner
gives the left-hand side of the first equation. Going counterclockwise gives
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the right-hand side. Thus to establish the first formula we need only
establish the commutativity of the diagram.
Commutatitivity of the lower right square follows from the Kunneth
formula, which holds since our coefficients are a field. The commutativity
of the lower left square follows since the inclusion of D B in B m A factors
by inclusions through B m B. Suppose a is the left A-invariant element in
ArrB that induces the transfer t . Then 1 m 1 ¬ Da induces t 9. How-
ever, the image of Da in A2rrB m A is the same as a m 1 by properties
of the comultiplication D. Hence the upper squares commute. The other
formula follows by a similar argument.
 .  .COROLLARY 3.7. The image of t : Ext L, N ª Ext L, N is a leftB A
 .and right module o¨er Ext k, k .A
The following result generalizes the well known result in group coho-
mology that the transfer from a proper subgroup of an elementary abelian
p-group is 0.
 .COROLLARY 3.8. Suppose A is cocommutati¨ e and that Ext k, k hasA
 .depth greater than the Krull dimension of Ext k, k . Then t s 0.B B, A
Proof. The image of t is an ideal and hence if nonzero hasB, A
 .dimension at least equal to the depth of Ext k, k .A
 .  .  .COROLLARY 3.9. Let u g Ext L, N . If t 1 s 0 g Ext k, k thenA A
  ..t res u s 0. This happens in particular if B is a proper Hopf subalgebra and
A is either a connected Hopf algebra or the group algebra of a finite p-group
o¨er a field of characteristic p.
The following result with L s k generalizes a well known theorem for
group cohomology.
 .THEOREM 3.10 Restriction-Transfer or Gysin Exact Sequence . Sup-
pose B is a Hopf subalgebra of A of index two. Let L and N be left A-modules
and suppose the field k is of characteristic 2. The short exact sequence of
A-modules
) 0 ª L ª A m L ª L ª 0 . B
gi¨ es rise to a long exact sequence of Ext groups.
xres t resA , B B , A A , Bn n nq16 6 6??? Ext L, N x Ext L, N ª Ext L, N ??? .  .  .B B A A
 .Here x denotes the Yoneda product with the extension ) . This is the
1  . 1 .same as the cup product with the class x g Ext k, k f H A, k corre-A
sponding to the extension A ª ArrB ª 0. In particular, the image of the
transfer equals the kernel of multiplication by x.
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 .Proof. Note that ) is equivalent to the sequence
0 ª L ª ArrB m L ª L ª 0
using the shearing isomorphism 2.10. The result then follows directly from
w x1, Exercise 4, p. 38 . This identifies the coboundary in the long exact
sequence of Ext groups induced by a general short exact sequence as the
Yoneda product with the short exact sequence.
4. MACKEY FORMULA
In this section we discuss the double coset space, analogues of conjuga-
tion, and the generalized Mackey formula among other things. We assume
throughout this section that all coalgebras are finite dimensional and all
Hopf algebras are unimodular. A Mackey formula of particular interest is
given by 4.23. It includes the connected Hopf algebras as a special case.
The general Mackey formulas can be thought of as more or less the push
out of this formula and the classical formula for group algebras.
We begin by giving some basic definitions, most of which are standard
w x  .12 . Let C be a coalgebra with comultiplication D. We let G s G C
denote the set of grouplike elements of C. g / 0 is grouplike if D g s
.  .g m g. If C is a Hopf algebra with canonical antiautomorphism then G
is a group.
w xDEFINITION 4.1 12, VIII . Let C be a nonzero coalgebra.
 .1 C is irreducible if any two nonzero subcoalgebras have nonzero
intersection.
 .2 C is simple if it has no nonzero proper subcoalgebras.
 . 3 C is pointed if all simple subcoalgebras are one dimensional. By
w x x12 , p. 57 one dimensional subcoalgebras of C are of the form kg for
.some g g G.
 .4 An irreducible component of C is a maximal irreducible subcoalge-
bra of C. It is a pointed irreducible component if its unique simple
subcoalgebra is one dimensional.
 .Associated to the coalgebra C is its left coradical filtration.
DEFINITION 4.2. The coradical M is the sum of all simple subcoalgebras
of C. One defines LrM as follows. First L0M s 0 and L1M s M. Then
r  D ry1 .inductively, L M s ker C ª C m C ª CrL M m CrM . This gives the
 . w xleft coradical filtration 12, p. 185
M ; L1M ; ??? ; LnM s C.
The filtration stops since C is finite dimensional.
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We generalize the notion of irreducible as follows.
DEFINITION 4.3. Let C be a nonzero coalgebra. We say C is indecom-
posable if it is not the direct sum of two nonzero subcoalgebras. An
indecomposable component of a coalgebra is a maximal indecomposable
subcoalgebra.
If A is a Hopf algebra we let I denote the indecomposable component of
the identity.
vREMARK 4.4. C is irreducible iff C* is local, i.e., a ring with 1 which
has a unique maximal ideal. We do not require that the ring be commuta-
tive.
v C is indecomposable iff 1 is the only central idempotent in the dual
algebra C*. This follows since C is indecomposable iff C* is. It is well
known that an algebra is indecomposable iff it contains only one central
idempotent. Indeed, any direct sum decomposition into two-sided ideals is
given by a set of orthogonal idempotents in the center of C*. The
idemponents generate the corresponding ideals in C*. If these idempo-
tents are primitive, the ideals are called the blocks of the algebra.
vEXAMPLE 4.5. Any irreducible coalgebra is indecomposable.
v  4Let C have basis a, b, z over k. Define the coalgebra structure by
a ¬ a m a, b ¬ b m b, and z ¬ z m a q b m z. Then C is indecompos-
able but not irreducible since it has two irreducible components, each
generated by a grouplike element.
v The dual of the group algebra of the symmetric group on three
w xletters F S is indecomposable. The group algebra is not local since the3 3
quotient by its radical is a direct sum of two rings. So the coradical which
.is the dual of this quotient is not simple.
 .LEMMA 4.6. Let A be a pointed Hopf algebra. Then left or right
multiplication by the grouplike elements of A induces a transiti¨ e action on the
indecomposable components of A. Hence each indecomposable component of
A is of the form gI s Ig for some grouplike element g.
Proof. Let G denote the grouplike elements of A. It is easy to see that
C is an indecomposable component iff gC is. Since every coalgebra
contains a simple subcoalgebra, which in our case is generated by a
grouplike element, left multiplication by elements of G is a transitive
action on the indecomposable components. Hence each component is of
the form gI for some g g G. A similar argument works for right multipli-
cation by G.
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The following lemma shows that cocommutative indecomposable coalge-
bras are irreducible.
w xLEMMA 4.7 12, Lemma 8.0.5 . Let C be any coalgebra.
 .1 Any irreducible subcoalgebra is contained in an irreducible compo-
nent.
 .  .2 A sum of distinct irreducible components is direct.
 .3 If C is cocommutati¨ e then C is the direct sum of its irreducible
components.
Even nicer things happen if k is algebraically closed.
w xLEMMA 4.8 12, Lemma 8.0.1 . If C is a cocommutati¨ e coalgebra and k
is algebraically closed then C is pointed.
Next we define the double coset space, conjugate Hopf subalgebras, and
standard morphisms.
DEFINITION 4.9. Let A be a Hopf algebra and let B and F be Hopf
subalgebras. The double coset space F _ _ ArrB is defined to be k mF
A m k.B
vREMARK 4.10. The double coset space inherits a coalgebra structure
 wfrom A since the quotient map from A has kernel a coideal see 12,
x.Theorem 1.4.7, p. 22 .
v In case B, F, and A are group algebras the double coset space has
as basis the usual double cosets for groups.
DEFINITION 4.11. Let A be a Hopf algebra with subcoalgebras B and
C. The conjugate coalgebra of B by C, denoted BC, is defined as thee
subcoalgebra of A generated as follows.
C  c :B s b : b g B , c g C .e
c  .  .Here b s  c9bx c0 , where D c s  c9 m c0 is the comultiplication.
If B is a Hopf subalgebra then we let BC denote the conjugate Hopf
subalgebra of B by C. This is the subalgebra of A generated by BC.e
Our notion of conjugation generalizes the notion of conjugation in
 .  . y1groups, since D g s g m g and x g s g for group elements. However,
conjugation is not generally an equivalence relation in our wider context as
we shall see in Example 4.24.
 .DEFINITION 4.12 Standard Morphism . Let A and B be Hopf alge-
bras. Assume that H is a Hopf algebra which contains both A and B or
.isomorphic copies of them and that there exists a grouplike element g so
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that B ) Ag. A standard H-morphism of A to B is an H-map r : HrrA ª
HrrB. If L and N are left A-modules then r together with 2.10 and 2.2
induces an additive homomorphism
r* : Ext L, N x f Ext H m L, N ª Ext H m L, N .  .  .B B H B H A
f Ext L, N x . .A A
 .A sum of such homomorphisms for possibly different H is called a
 .  .standard induced morphism from Ext L, N x to Ext L, N x .B B A A
EXAMPLE 4.13. Here are two classical examples.
v In the case of group algebras standard induced morphisms are those
induced by sums of compositions of inclusions and conjugations. In partic-
w x w xular, let T be a normal subgroup of G. Let A s B s k T and H s k G
be the group algebras. Then if g g G the H-equivariant map induced by
 .T ¬ gT is a standard morphism as is any sum of such maps . The induced
map is a conjugation homomorphism.
v If r : HrrA ª HrrB is the projection given by the inclusion of A
in B, then r* is the restriction homomorphism.
PROPOSITION 4.14. Let A, B, and C be as in 4.11.
 .a Suppose C is cocommutati¨ e.
 .  .Let D b s  b m b and D c s  c9 m c0. Theni ii
c9 c0cD b s b m b . .  .  .  i i i
It follows that the ¨ector space generated by the elements bc spans BC.e
 .b Let B be a Hopf subalgebra of A and suppose A is pointed. Then B is
normal in A iff B A s B.
It follows that B A is normal in A. Hence B A is the smallest normal Hopf
subalgebra of A which contains B.
 .Proof. a Expanding using the definition of conjugation we shall see
that the right-hand side is identical to the left-hand side. To do this we
 . X Xintroduce some further notation. Namely, let D c9 s  c m c ands t
 . Y Y  .  . X X Y YD c0 s  c m c . Thus D m D (D c s  c m c m c m c . The right-u ¨ s t u ¨
X  X . Y  Y .hand side is a sum of all terms of the form c b x c m c b x c . Thes i t u i i ¨
X  Y . X  Y .left-hand side is the sum of all terms of the form c b x c m c b x c .s i u t i i ¨
 . These are identical under our hypothesis since D m D (D s I m I m
.  .  .  .  .  .D ( D m I (D s I m I m D ( I m D (D s I m D m I ( I m D (D, by
 .  . Xcoassociativity. In particular, D m D (D c is invariant upon switching ct
with cY .u
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 . Ab We first show that if B s B then B is normal in A. This uses the
 .coradical filtration of A see 4.2 . We begin by showing that AB ; BA,
˜ ˜ .  .where B s ker e : B ª k . Assume hb g BA for all b g B and h of left
coradical filtration less than n. Suppose h has coradical filtration n. Then
 . ny1 . n .D h g A m M q L M m A. If n s 1 then L M s M which has a
 4basis of grouplike elements g . So the induction starts easily using
g  .gb s b g. We may assume D h s h m g q u, for some grouplike element
ny1 .g in M and u g L M m A. This follows by the following argument
which is needed only to cover the cases where an indecomposable compo-
l .nent is not irreducible. First for each l, L M is a right A-comodule.
n . ny1 .Hence L M rL M is a right A-comodule. By the definition of
n .L M this is actually a right M-comodule. Thus its dual is a left M*-mod-
ule. The dual of each grouplike element is an idempotent in M*. Alto-
gether the duals of the grouplike elements form an orthogonal set of
 n . ny1 ..idempotents. These decompose L M rL M * into left submodules
n . ny1 .and hence L M rL M into right comodules, each of which is a
 .k g -comodule for some grouplike element g. Let u s  h9 m h0, where
ny1 y1 h .  .  .h9 g L M . For b g B, we have hb s hbg g s b g y
 . h9bx h0 g. By induction h9b g BA. Thus AB ; BA. The other inclusion
follows in a similar manner using the right coradical filtration which is
defined analogously. Thus B is normal.
AAssume B is normal. Then BA s AB. Moreover, A m k s A m k.B B
A AThis is equivalent to showing that AB s AB. The inclusion AB ; AB
holds since 1 g A and b1 s b. The other inclusion holds since the equality
ABA s AB implies the generators of B are all in AB. The dimension of
A m k is the dimension of A as a free right B module. Similarly, theB
dimension of A m A k is the dimension of A as a free right B A module.B
Since B ; B A it follows that B s B A.
A h h . h h1 2 2 1 .That B is normal follows since b s b .
LEMMA 4.15. Let B be a Hopf subalgebra of the pointed Hopf algebra A.
Then the indecomposable component I of A which contains 1 is a normal
Hopf subalgebra of A and B I is a normal Hopf subalgebra of the Hopf
subalgebra BI.
Proof. Consider the multiplication m : I m I ª A. This is a map of
coalgebras and we need first to show that the image D equals I. Since
1 g I we have I ; D. Let M be the coradical of I. Now suppose g is a
w xgrouplike element in D. By 12, Exercises 3 and 4, p. 182 , we have that the
coradical of I m I is M m M and the image of M m M contains the
coradical of D and hence g. Thus g s g g for some grouplike elements1 2
g and g in I. However, right multiplication by g maps one component1 2 2
of A onto another by 4.6. Since g is in the image we must have this2
component is I. Hence g g I and so D s I.
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We need to show I is normal in A. The grouplike elements act
transitively on the indecomposable components of A both from the right
and the left by 4.6. Thus every element is a sum of elements of the form gs
where g is a grouplike element and s g I. By 4.14 we need only show that
 g s.  g s.  s. g gI ; I. But I s I . Hence we need only show that I ; I and this
is obvious since conjugation by g fixes 1 and permutes the components. It
follows that BI is a Hopf subalgebra of A. The last statement follows by
BI I4.14 since B s B .
w xLEMMA 4.16 12, 8.0.9 . The quotient is a pointed irreducible coalgebra is
pointed irreducible. A subcoalgebra of an irreducible coalgebra is irreducible.
COROLLARY 4.17. Suppose A is a pointed Hopf algebra and let F and B be
Hopf subalgebras. Then the projection of any irreducible component A maps
into an irreducible component of the double coset space F _ _ ArrB.
 .THEOREM 4.18 Mackey Formula I . Let A be a pointed Hopf algebra
and let F and B be Hopf subalgebras. Suppose I is irreducible and hence all
 4indecomposable components are irreducible. Let C be a representati¨ e set of
irreducible components of A which project to the irreducible components of the
double coset space F _ _ ArrB. Then
res (t s t c (g (t I .A , F B , A B l F , F g B , B
C
Here g is the unique grouplike element in C s Ig.
 .The map g is the standard morphism induced by 1 ¬ x h g where h isg g g
an in¨ariant class in IrrI c I .B F
I denotes D l I for any Hopf subalgebra D. We ha¨e that I c I is a HopfD B F
subalgebra of I.
Since transfers are only unique up to nonzero scalar multiples they and the
h must be picked compatibly. This is accomplished by picking them so thatg
the displayed formula in the proof of 4.22 holds.
Theorem 4.18 follows easily from the following theorem. Note that two
irreducible components are equivalent in the sense of 4.19 iff they project
into the same irreducible component of the double coset space.
 .THEOREM 4.19 Mackey Formula II . Let A be a pointed Hopf algebra
and let F and B be Hopf subalgebras. We say two indecomposable components
C and C9 are equi¨ alent if C9 s gCl for some grouplike elements g g F and
 4l g B. Let C be a representati¨ e set of indecomposable components of A.
Then
res (t s t c (g (t I .A , F B , A B l F , F g B , B
C
Here g g C is any grouplike element.
The g are defined as in 4.18 and are compatible with the transfers.g
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DEFINITION 4.20. Let C be a coalgebra defined over k which has
cocommutative coradical. We say k is sufficiently large if the coradical of C
is generated by grouplike elements, i.e., each simple subcoalgebra is one
dimensional.
vREMARK 4.21. Suppose A has cocommutative coradical as in 2.11.
Then each simple subcoalgebra is dual to a finite field extension of k by
w xan argument in 12, p. 164]165 . Hence if in addition k is algebraically
 .closed or sufficiently large it follows that A is pointed. Moreover, even if
A is not pointed, the Hopf algebra A s A m k will be, where k is thek k
algebraic closure of k. As both these Hopf algebras have closely related
cohomologies the pointedness hypothesis of the above theorem is not a
significant restriction.
v This formula reduces to the usual formula for groups since each
component of F _ _ ArrB consists of one element, which is an ordinary
group double coset. The map g is a composition of restriction andg
conjugation. The last factor t I is not needed since I s 1.B, B
v  .The last factor is needed in general see Example 4.24 .
We first prove a special case of Theorem 4.19.
LEMMA 4.22. Theorem 4.19 holds if B I s B.
Proof. The last factor in the formula is the identity under our hypothe-
sis.
By assumption B s B I and hence BIrrB is a quotient Hopf algebra.
Let a 9 be a left-invariant element in BIrrB. We have assumed all our
 .Hopf algebras are unimodular and hence x a 9 s a 9. Note that since I
surjects onto BIrrB f IrrI l B we may choose a representative a of˜
a 9 in I.
 4  .  .Let g be a representative set of elements in G A rG BI , where
 .G y denotes grouplike elements. We claim that a s  ga 9 g ArrB is
nonzero and left A-invariant. To see this recall from 4.6 that A is a direct
sum of its indecomposable components and that each is of the form Ig 9 for
some grouplike element g 9 g A. Hence we need only show that  ga 9 is
nonzero and invariant under Ig 9. Let s g I. Then sg 9 ga 9 s
 g 9g .y1  .  . g 9gs a 9 s e s  g 9ga 9 s e s  ga 9, since I is normal and hence
 g 9g .y1  g . ss g I. By construction a is nonzero. Let s g I. Then B s
 s g
y 1
. g  . IgB . Let I denote D l I for any Hopf subalgebra D. Thus I sD B
I g . By 4.14 I g is normal in I. In particular, I g I is a Hopf subalgebra ofB B B F
I. Note that ga gy1 projects to a nonzero I-invariant element in the Hopf˜
algebra IrrI g . We denote this element by a X . Then a X g s ga 9 inB g g
ArrB. Thus a s  a X g.g
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Now let h denote the invariant class in IrrI g I . Let hX denote theg B F g
invariant class in the Hopf algebra I rrI g . Since I rrI g fF F l B F F l B
X X  X . Xg g gI I rrI we have h h s a . We have x h s h since I rrI sF B B g g g g g F F l B
I I grrI g is a Hopf algebra and we have assumed all our Hopf algebrasF B B
X X  X . X  .are unimodular. Similarly a is fixed by x . Hence a s x h h s h x h .g g g g g g
 .  .Since I is normal we have FIgB s G F gG BI I. Also a s  lga 9
 .  .  .where the first sum is over the double cosets G F gG BI of G A and
 .  . g X  .the second is over l g G F l G BI . Thus a s  lh x h g. By ag g
similar argument to that given for a in the first two paragraphs we have
that  lhX is a nonzero F-invariant class in FrrF l B g. We denote thisg
class by a . It induces a transfer map t g . We haveg B l F , F
a s a x h g . . g g
 g . I g gSince B s B we have that the map ArrF l B ª ArrB inducing gg
is well defined. The lemma follows.
Proof of Theorem 4.19. This follows from the lemma since t sB, A
t I (t I . The equivalence class of components is the same if B isB , A B, B
Ireplaced by B .
COROLLARY 4.23. Let A be a pointed indecomposable Hopf algebra e. g.,
.a connected Hopf algebra and let B and F be Hopf subalgebras. Then
res (t s t A (g (t A .A , F B , A B l F , F B , B
 .Here g is defined as in 4.18. Namely, it is induced by the A-map 1 ¬ x h
where h is a representati¨ e of a nonzero in¨ariant element in ArrB AF.
One needs to pick the transfers and g compatibly. However, for any
choices the right-hand side is a nonzero scalar multiple of the left.
EXAMPLE 4.24. Here are two examples based on the Steenrod algebra.
 .a This example indicates that our definition of conjugation is the
correct one, at least as far as the Mackey formula is concerned. It also
shows that the last factor in the formula is necessary in general.
Let A s A , the Hopf subalgebra of the mod 2 Steenrod algebra1
generated by Sq1 and Sq2. Let F be the Hopf subalgebra generated by
Sq1 and Q0, the commutator of Sq1 and Sq2. We let B denote the Hopf
subalgebra generated by Sq1. Let us now consider the composition
res (t . We will see that there is no Mackey formula involving properA, F B, A
Hopf subalgebras of F.
 1:The proper Hopf subalgebras of F are F l B s Sq s D and1
 0: 0Q s D . The transfer t is induced by 1 ¬ Q g ArrD . The2 D , F 11
transfer t is induced by 1 ¬ Sq1 g ArrD . t is induced by 1 ¬D , F 2 B, A2
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a s Sq212 g ArrB. However, Sq1 does not divide a in ArrB. Hence the
map 1 ¬ a , which induces the composition res (t , does not factorA, F B, A
as the composition of 1 ¬ Sq1 and something else. The reason why a does
not factor as a composition of 1 ¬ Q0 and something else is more subtle.
Q0Sq2 s a but 1 ¬ Sq2 does not induce an A-module map from ArrD1
to ArrB. This is because Sq1Sq2 / 0 g ArrB whereas Sq1 s 0 in
ArrD . Thus there is no Mackey formula involving transfers to proper1
Hopf subalgebras, at least on the level of A-maps. Note that B A is the
Hopf subalgebra generated by Sq1 and Q0. Since t A , the last factor inB, B
 .the Mackey formula 4.23 is zero by e.g. 3.8 the composition is actually 0.
Hence one can produce an ad hoc Mackey formula by making sure that
one of the maps is 0.
 .b Let A be as above but let B be the Hopf subalgebra generated by
1 0  .Sq and Q . Let k s F . Then Ext k, k is well known. See for example2 A
w x  .13 . The image of the transfer from Ext k, k can be easily calculatedB
from 3.10 since it is the kernel of multiplication by the element h of1
cohomological degree 1 and internal grading 2.
One can also use the Mackey formula to calculate the composition
 .res (t . We have that Ext k, k is a polynomial algebra on twoA, B B, A B
generators of cohomological degree 1. If we let a denote the generator
with grading 1 and b denote the generator with grading 3 one finds that
w 2 xthe composition has image equal to the F a, b -module generated by a.2
This example indicates how the Mackey formula can be used to show the
existence of many elements in cohomology. It is also interesting to see how
 .Frobenius reciprocity 3.6 works in this example.
 .c Finally, the above example shows that the transfer does not
generally commute with Steenrod operations. By degree considerations& &0 0 .  .  .one can show that t b s h . But since Sq h s h and Sq b s 0B, A 0 0 1&0
the transfer does not generally commute with Sq . The notation is standard
 w x.see e.g. 13 .
5. STABLE ELEMENTS
We now define stable elements and prove a theorem which generalizes a
well known result in the cohomology of groups relating the cohomology of
w xa finite group to that of its Sylow subgroup 4, p. 259 .
DEFINITION 5.1. Suppose B is a Hopf subalgebra of the pointed Hopf
 .algebra A. Let x g Ext L, N where L and N are left A-modules. WeB
 .Isay x is stable with respect to A if there exists y g Ext L, N so thatB
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 . X .for every indecomposable component C of A we have g y s x, g y s y,g˜ g
and
res C x s g y . .  .B , B l B g
 .IHere g is any grouplike element in C. The map g : Ext L, N ªg˜ B
 . y1  .Ext L, N is induced by multiplication by g x h g, where h is aB g g
nonzero invariant class in IrrI l BC. Also, g X is induced by multiplica-g
 .  .tion by x h and as in 4.18 g is induced by multiplication by x h g.g g g
Denote the stable elements by S .
THEOREM 5.2. Let A and B be as in 5.1. Suppose for all indecomposable
 . wcomponents C s gI we ha¨e e h / 0. Or equi¨ alently by 12, Theoremg
x C  .5.1.8 , assume IrrI l B is semisimple as algebra. Then Im res ; S .A, B
0  .  .Suppose in addition there exists u g Ext k, k so that t u s 1.B B, A
 .Then Im res s S .A, B
 .  .Proof. If e h / 0 then multiplication by x h induces an automor-g g
phism of the A-module A m L. We can assume wlog that it is the identityA
 . csince we can choose h so that e h s 1. It follows that res sg g A, B l B
 .c I Ires (g (res s g (res and hence that Im res ; S .˜B, B l B g A, B g A, B A, B
0  .  .Suppose in addition there exists u g Ext k, k so that t u s 1.B B, A
 .ISince 1 g Ext k, k is in the image of restriction it is stable. HenceB
 . X  ..  .I I It u is also stable and g t u s t u .B, B g B, B B, B
 .ILet x g S . Letting C s I we have there exists y with res y sB , B
 X ..  .  .Ires g y s g y s x. Moreover, g y s x. By the Mackey formula˜B , B 1 1 g
 .4.19
res (t u x s t c (g (t I u x . .  .A , B B , A B l B , B g B , B
C
 .  .  .I INow t u x s t u y by Frobenius reciprocity 3.6 . Hence by 3.6B, B B, B
again and the linearity of g we haveg
t c res I c t I u res c x .  . . . B l B , B B , B l B B , B B , B l B
C
which equals
t c res I c t I u x . . . . B l B , B B , B l B B , B
C
which equals
t c (g t I u x . . B l B , B g B , B /
C
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which equals
res (t u x s x . . .A , B B , A
 .Thus x g Im res .A, B
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